New Books
The latest and best books from the
world of photography. By Oliver Atwell
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Viewpoint
Mike Smith
Are disposable selfies equivalent to the
Victorian portraits of yesteryear?
Mike Smith has his doubts
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Expanding Universe:
Photographs from the
Hubble Space Telescope

By Charles F Bolden Jr, Owen Edwards, John
Mace Grunsfeld and Zoltan Levay, Taschen,
£44.99, hardback, 260 pages, ISBN 978-383654-922-6
It takes a special collection of
images to gives us some sense of
place within the universe, and that’s
what we find with the pictures in
Expanding Universe. The images
collected within this book all
come from the Hubble Space Telescope – a feat of
engineering that has not only helped astronomers get
a better picture of the building blocks of the cosmos,
but has also offered us a humbling account of just how
small our place within the universe is. Expanding
Universe is a gorgeous volume. Each image is, in the
original sense of the word, awesome. There are not
many books that can leave you breathless, but this is
certainly one of them. ★★★★★

One Hundred 100 Portraits

by Angela Lo Priore, Skira, £60, hardback,
228 pages, ISBN 978-8-85722-439-8
Italian-born photographer
Angela Lo Priore’s career has taken
her into a variety of genres and
commissions, from architecture to
advertising. However, it’s her celebrity
portraits that have garnered her the
most acclaim. Where most
photographers are happy to rely on
the simple act of photographing their subjects, as if the
aura of their celebrity will suffice, Angela’s excellent
eye manages to convey depth and character through
minimalism and a nice handling of black & white
imagery. This is a great study in how to achieve
beautiful and engaging portraits – no matter who
it is in front of your lens. ★★★★★
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